
Medicare Secondary Payer 

Risk Management

How to Use Legal Advice to Unlock the 
MSP Genetic Code and Achieve 
Transformational Claim Savings 

For a generation, Medicare Secondary Payer (MSP) concerns have increased claim costs due 
to erroneous assumptions and strict adherence to the advice of so-called "experts".  It's time 
for a new way of thinking to reverse those expensive trends. Thinking based on logical legal 
analysis, not assumptions and fear, provides a higher standard of compliance at a lower cost.

So how can legal advice decrease your MSP exposure and claim costs simultaneously? Read 
on to learn how to unlock the MSP genetic code for transformational claim savings.

https://cattielaw.com/
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2020 has challenged all of us to our cores. While
Medicare compliance may seem less important to
your organization as compared to your COVID-
19 response, the fact is that Medicare has
accelerated its MSP compliance efforts in 2020. 

When Medicare was created, just over
28 million Americans enrolled. That
number grew steadily to 41 million
between 1965 and 1990. Anticipating
this, the MSP Act was signed into law on
December 5, 1980.
 
Now that Baby Boomers are reaching
Medicare age, the number of people on
Medicare will increase rapidly over the
next 10 years, from 61.3 million today to
approximately 82 million by 2030.

Rapidly Rising 

Medicare Enrollment 

Why?

Longer Life Expectancies

“Medicare compliance has 

become increasingly complex, 

making resolution of significant 

claims all the more difficult.”

Americans live longer now than ever before.
Despite a recent blip due to our country’s
opioid epidemic, American life expectancies
have increased 5.1 years since 1980. Our
diets are better, science is better, and we lead
more active lifestyles. Our Golden Years have
become more golden.
 
As a result, that translates into a larger elderly
population using Medicare as the primary
insurance provider. The elderly see the doctor
more, need more medical procedures and
take more medications. Living longer is good
news, but the flip side is payment of medical
care during those golden years.

Fewer Workers Paying Into Medicare

While Medicare enrollment increases, workers supporting the
Medicare program decreases. The average number of workers
supporting the costs of one Medicare beneficiary has dropped from
4.0 workers/beneficiary to 2.8 workers/beneficiary. Those figures,
however, fail to account for COVID-19 related unemployment.
More unemployment means that figure drops more quickly.



 
1) It clarifies existing obligations - 
the law (MSP Act) already provides 
the underlying obligation.
2) It's not just about LMSAs -  the 
regulation will also account for 
workers' comp and no-fault claims.
3) It's not just about Medicare 
beneficiaries - it appears Medicare 
will apply this regulation to ALL 
individuals, not only beneficiaries.

With increasing frequency,
Medicare is tasking the United
States Department of Justice
(USDOJ) or the United States
Department of the Treasury
(USDOT) to collect conditional
payments from an alleged debtor
on its behalf. The MSP Act and
its supporting regulations
provide Medicare the discretion
to seek recovery from any entity
that made or received payment.
USDOJ has settled several cases
with debtors recently using the
federal False Claims Act (FCA) as
a hammer. Under the terms of
those agreements, the
debtor/defendant agrees to
establish MSP compliance
programs to ensure proper
repayment. Should the
debtor/defendant fail once more,
USDOJ asserts its right to use
the FCA to make things right.

 Medicare is paying more every year to support more beneficiaries with less workers paying into the system. 
This MSP White Paper highlights recent MSP regulatory developments and describes how relying on legal 

advice from MSP lawyers will unlock claims savings and mitigate your MSP exposure. 

On April 20, 2020, Medicare
closed the window to receive
comments about civil monetary
penalties related to Section 111
Reporting (aka Mandatory Insurer
Reporting). This is the $1,000/day
penalty that the insurance
industry has feared for 10+ years.
While Medicare has yet to impose
penalties, the foundation is set for
penalties to be levied against non-
compliant actors failing to follow
the letter of the law.

Section 111 Reporting: 

Medicare Adds Civil 

Monetary Penalties

According to the Federal Register,
Medicare intends to promulgate
regulations around MSAs and future
medical obligations under the MSP
Act in August 2020. While the law
has always provided Medicare a right
to not pay certain future medical
expenses, regulations will provide
Medicare's official statutory
interpretation. Here are 3 quick
takeaways about the potential
regulation:

Past Conditional 

Payments: CMS and 

USDOJ Using False 

Claims Act to Drive 

Compliance

MSAs/Future Medicals: 

Medicare Announces 

Regulatory Intent

Time is of the essence to 
ensure that your reporting 
solution measures up to 
the 2020 regulatory 
changes CMS announced.

https://cattielaw.com/f/4-of-a-kind-usdoj-settles-another-medicare-case-with-pi-law-firm
https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=CMS-2013-0266-0037
https://www.reginfo.gov/public/do/eAgendaViewRule?pubId=202004&RIN=0938-AT85
https://cattielaw.com/


There is a difference between
hiring a lawyer from a law firm to
address your MSP question
compared to hiring a traditional
MSP vendor.
 
Hiring a lawyer to provide you
with legal advice means you are
establishing an attorney/client
relationship. That means that all
communications between that
law firm and you are privileged,
and not subject to discovery.
The same is true for the law
firm's work product. Those same
protections do not accrue to
someone working with a
traditional MSP vendor.
 
Even lawyers working for a
traditional vendor cannot offer
those protections. Since the
lawyer is working for a corporate
entity (as opposed to a law firm),
the only client to whom they can
provide legal advice is the
corporate entity who pays their
salary. Those lawyers cannot
provide legal advice to external
clients who hire that MSP
vendor. If they do, they would be
guilty of the unauthorized
practice of law. They may not be
aware, but it happens every day.

"Your expertise and knowledge of the laws, rules, 

and regulations surrounding all aspects of Medicare 

liens and potential set-asides has been invaluable." 

Giles "Buddy" Smith, Sedgwick

Lawyers in that context are not
allowed to provide external
clients with legal advice. At least
4 states today (IL, FL, NJ, and
ME) have issued ethics opinions
which state that lawyers in that
position shall not provide legal
advice to outside clients of the
corporation or else they (and the
corporation) shall be guilty of
the unauthorized practice of
law.
 
Instead of hoping the MSP
vendor's attorney can provide
you legal advice, you should work
with a law firm like Cattie &
Gonzalez from the start. Hiring
Cattie & Gonzalez to provide
you legal advice about your MSP
concerns means your
communications with us are
kept confidential and not
subject to discovery. The work
product produced could be kept
confidential and not subject to
discovery. You gain all the
benefits of working with lawyers
deeply experienced in the MSP
world and the protection legal
advice provides you on a go
forward basis. That combination
of advice and protection
provided distinguishes us from
others in the MSP world.

MSP Legal Advice Provides Better Protection Than Non-Legal Advice

. 

In the past, lawyers working for
those vendors may have
provided you with release
language to use in your
settlement. The lawyer may have
provided you statutory analysis
of the MSP Act and your
exposure to Medicare under that
law. The lawyer may have
reviewed an MSA report and
advised that the report complied
with the MSP Act. While their
thoughts and advice may be
accurate, it's not legal advice.

https://www.isba.org/sites/default/files/ethicsopinions/14-03.pdf


Addressing MSP issues with unrepresented claimants pose unique concerns for a claims professional.
On the one hand, you want to demonstrate empathy for them, collaborating to the extent possible to
resolve their claim quickly and efficiently. On the other hand, you do not represent them and you cannot
possibly be put in the position to provide them legal advice about their Medicare coverage. Your MSP vendor
partners are often viewed by that unrepresented claimant as adverse to their interests.

Lawyers are Better Positioned to Assist with Unrepresented Claimants

. 

Cattie & Gonzalez offer a better path
through that maze. As a law firm, we have
the ability to represent that claimant for the
limited purposes of satisfying obligations
under the MSP Act. By so doing, we can
resolve the Medicare conditional payment
issue, address the MSA issue, and provide
you with proper Section 111 reporting data.
That benefits all sides!

Claims involving 

unrepresented claimants 

are resolved faster for less 

with Cattie & Gonzalez

https://cattielaw.com/


Using the law to guide your MSA decision making (instead of
the medicals alone) might be the best financial decision you
make for your organization in 2020. Why? 

Using MSA 

Legal 

Opinions 

to Minimize 

Existing MSAs

MSA Legal Opinions eliminate MSA overfunding. Results based on legal analysis fully account for the specific
facts of the claim and how it may be resolved. Instead of assuming future medical funding at 100 cents on the
dollar, the MSA Legal Opinion analyzes whether any potential settlement will fund future medical at all. Then,
only if it will fund future medical does the MSA Legal Opinion put a number against the obligation. This process
yields smaller, more compliant MSAs whose cost often can be justified by the savings it yields. MSA Legal
Opinions are a great tool to use when your current MSA is too high and makes claim resolution impossible.

MSA Legal Opinions Can Provide 

7 Figure Savings Annually

MSAs have been overfunded for years for a variety of
reasons. Those reasons all have a common theme: the MSA
allocator is using medicals alone to calculate the MSA. This
approach yields an imprecise result unless the settlement or
judgment is a full commutation of benefits paid to the
claimant. This happens much less frequently than you think.
When was the last claim you truly had to pay full benefits on?

https://cattielaw.com/
https://cattielaw.com/f/the-value-of-an-msa-legal-opinion
https://cattielaw.com/f/msa-legal-opinions-a-small-case-investment-with-big-returns
https://https//cattielaw.com/f/msa-legal-opinions-can-pay-for-themselves


It's simple. Clients seeking legal
advice in any context have a right
to rely on that legal advice. If they
rely on that legal advice to their
detriment, they have recourse:
 
1) They can sue the attorney or
firm for legal malpractice.
2) They can call the state bar and
report the attorney or firm for
ethical violations.
 
MSP and MSAs are no different.

The 

Cattie 

Promise

When Cattie & Gonzalez issue an MSA
Legal Opinion with a sum total for the
MSA, you can count on that figure to
close your file. Period.
 
If Medicare seeks repayment of future
medicals from our client above and
beyond that amount which we
recommended in our MSA Legal
Opinion, we will defend our opinion
against Medicare. After that defense, if
a gap still exists, the difference is on us,
not our client.
 
Clients should be able to rely on the
MSA figure they receive as THE MSA
figure, not one subject to change based
on someone else disagreeing with it.
And clients shouldn't have to agree to
hire their MSA partner for additional
services such as MSA administration or
conditional payment reimbursement.
With Cattie & Gonzalez, you can rely on
our MSA figure and close the file.
Period.

What is the 

Cattie Promise?

Cattie Stands Behind Its 

MSA Conclusions 100%

https://cattielaw.com/f/the-cattie-promise://venngage.com
https://cattielaw.com/f/the-cattie-promise


Conclusion

Medicare is Feeling the Financial Strain

The hole draining the Medicare Trust Funds is bigger than ever
before. More Medicare beneficiaries living longer lives with fewer
workers supporting the system, exacerbated by COVID-19
unemployment, means Medicare faces near term funding issues. 

MSP and Regulatory Tools Will Bridge the Gap

Medicare is using existing statutes (MSP Act, False Claims Act) and new
regulations (Section 111 Reporting and Future Medicals/MSAs) to plug the
hole. Meanwhile, Medicare is relying on executive branch partners in the
Department of Justice and Department of the Treasury to follow up and
collect existing debts (via litigation and tax refund/wage garnishment).

Lawyers Providing Legal Advice are Better Equipped to Assist

Historically, clients with Medicare compliance issues would partner with a vendor instead of a law firm. While
those vendors may have attorneys working for them who perform lawyer-like activities, those lawyers and the
corporate entities they work for are not providing legal advice. In fact, it is likely they are guilty of the
unauthorized practice of law in at least 4 states (Illinois, Florida, New Jersey, and Maine). If a client wants lawyers
to provide them with MSP compliance legal advice, those lawyers should work for a law firm instead.

MSP Lawyers Should Stand Behind Their Advice

Clients have a right to rely on legal advice.  If they rely on legal advice to their detriment, they have recourse to
make things right. Most MSP vendors do not stand behind their conclusions. If they do, they require the client to
jump through many additional hoops to obtain that protection. Your MSP lawyers should offer you something
similar to The Cattie Promise, giving you the confidence to rely on their advice to close the file permanently.

MSA Legal Opinions Minimize Existing MSAs

Lawyers Can Help with Unrepresented Claimants

Unrepresented claimants pose unique MSP concerns for claims professionals. Working with a law firm like Cattie
& Gonzalez alleviates those concerns, allowing for a more expedient and cost-effective resolution of the claim.

Clients using MSA Legal Opinions to address MSA issues save an average of more than
62% on the final MSA figure. MSA Legal Opinions are a compliant, cost-effective way to
minimize an existing MSA preventing resolution of a claim.

https://cattielaw.com/


Ready to Get Started?

(844) 546-3500

www.cattielaw.com

intake@cattielaw.com

Any Questions?


